
all their silliness and slapstick lyrics, there's a very capable band
powering along behind 'em. And a great looking bunch to
boot...which has girls grabbing for all of 'em, but most obviously
lead singer Whitfield (an interview with him follows this section).
The full album should hopefully see release sometime this sum-
mer, but in the meantime, while AOR (and CHR) are still
cranking into gear with "Everything About You", metal radio is
finally getting treated to a new single. The delightfully zany
"Madman". It's everyone's sickest fantasy about the world's best
loved playland brought to life in guitarist Klaus Eichstadt's
twisted tale about an "axe-weilding child stealing madman" who
likes to give LSD to little girls and take them on rides... It's all in
good fun though and the boyz deliver a crunchy little threatfest
you can't resist. The edit going to radio features a "cleaner"
version and new vocals (Whit went in and redid them). As for
the stats as they stand currently? The Kids are alright, in fact,
unstoppable. All over AOR, and here in metal radio land, they're
still picking up increases, this week at WBCN, WBIM, WHJY,
WNYE, WRFL, WTPA, WXCI, WXRC and Z -ROCK, while
continuing to ooze all over the likes of KEYJ, KNGX, WGLS,
WSOU, CFOX, KBPI, KCLB, KISW, KROK, KSJL, KVHS,
WBAU, WDHA, KWUR, WARC, WCDB, WCWP, WDWN,
WFSE, WHMH, WKDU, WKNC, WKNH, WKPX, WLFR,
WLRA, WPCR, WPSC, WPSU, WRLC, WVFS, WVVX,
WWVU, WXDR, WZMB, WHVY (the majority of them are
charting 'em top five or top ten). Top phones jammin' at KEYJ,
KROK, WBCN, WFSE, WHMH, WKPX, WLRA, WXCI,
WXRC, KVHS, WBAU, WHVY and KNAC. big, Big, BIG!!

Carcass. "Necrotism...". Relativity/Earache.... When it
comes to death grind, Carcass rank right up there among the
favorites, and with this latest outing the band has taken a step
musically, even further into respectability. With catchy riffs and
blatant, powerful musicality, the band are enslaving even more
fans all along the way. The vocals are hellbound death growls,
bellowing out blasts of biological gore and extremely visual dis-
sections. Not everyone's cup of tea, but still catching on like
wildfire. This week Bill Steer, Jeff Walker, Mike Amott and Ken
Owen, continue to ignite the Hard Hitters chart with their chal-
lenging new offering, with new adds at KNGX and KUNV an
increase at WXVU and very strong airplay support from KMSA,
KUCI, WEOS, WFCS, WFIT, WJUL, WXPL, KWUR, WBER,
WDWN, WRIU and WWVU (with heavy phone action reported
at WDWN, WFIT, WJUL, WRIU, WWVU and) WXVU. All
this resulted in a very impressive chart move from 42-22* (#9
Most Requested). And with previous adds at KZOK, WCDB,
WKNH, WNHU, WPCR, WPSU, WRFL, WVBR, WVFS and
WZMB yet to turn around, one has to assume this is really just
the beginning of Carcass' climb up the charts.

dat ;Clings]
This is how I spent the past weekend-- Friday night hanging with
Spread Eagle (with Chrisby and J.J.), Saturday night watching
Ugly Kid Joe and Scatterbrain on Headbanger's Ball, and
Sunday night rocking with Corrosion of Conformity (and Chris -
by, Joanne and the Prue dude). What did you do? Well, I'm not
sure it could get any better than that (unless of course I was
drinking some Old Milwaukee- Ha!) but if it could, I'm definite-
ly game! With the bands that are on tour, as we speak, maybe
last weekend could just be the start of a trend. Cool. Bands that
are on the road (who could perhaps make for an evening to
remember) include... Fates Warning (Metal Blade), who are
out on the road rocking the East coast and then heading west
through the end of February... Make time for the Skid Row
(Atlantic) show as they blast thru' a town near you on their US
tour... The funksters in White Trash (Elektra) are still out on
the road. If you haven't seen them, never fear, they will be on
tour at least until the end of February... Keep your eyes peeled
for the upcoming tour from Pearl Jam (Epic). Yes!... On March
15th The Four Horseman (Def American) will be heading
across the Atlantic to do a 4 week jaunt thru' Europe with
Love/Hate (Columbia)... If you're looking to catch a good show,
no- make that a really great show, the guys in Ugly Kid Joe
(Stardog/Mercury) will be performing 3 songs at a one-nighter
March 11th for MTV's Spring Break show. The Ugly Kids will
be sharing the stage with Marky Mark (Interscope/EastWest),
Salt 'n Pepa (Next Plateau), PM Dawn (G-Street/Island/PLG)
and Mr. Big (Atlantic)... And speaking of the Ugly Kids, they
will be performing with Motorhead (Epic) and Ozzy Osbourne
(Epic) at the Randy Rhoads tribute show at the Long Beach
Arena on March 26th. Very cool.      In video news,
Skid Row (Atlantic) took time in January to work on their next
video for "Quicksand Jesus"... Overkill (Atlantic) have com-
pleted work on their video for "77zanx For Nothing". The video
was lensed at The Ritz in NYC... The Four Horseman (Def
American) will start filming their video for "Tired Wings"
February 18th.      Just a quick reminder "Vulgar Dis-
play Of Power" from Pantera (Atco/EastWest) arrives February
25th... A re -issue to watch for is "Vegas Throat" from
Barkmarket (Def American) slated for release March 31st... An
upcoming release to look forward to comes from Glenn and Co.
in Danzig (Def American), who will have their yet untitled new
release blasting onto the scene April 28th... The Black Crowes
(Def American) have their sophomore release on the way.
Watch for it around May 12th. (Oh and remember the Crowes
will be participating in Farm Aid March 14th)... Slayer (Def
American) will be releasing a "Decade Of Aggression" Limited
Edition boxset on March 17th... A tentative release date of April
24th has been given for the latest album from The Big F
(Elektra)... May 26th brings the release of "Down Fall Me Good
Guys" from Wolfsbane (Def American) and an untitled release
from Trouble (Def American)... Another re -issue on the way is
"Generic" from Flipper (Def American) which will also be arriv-
ing May 26th... Saigon Kick (Atlantic) have returned to the
studio to work on album #2. It's rumored to hit the streets in
late May... Faster Pussycat (Elektra) have their 3rd Lp on the
way. "Whipped" will hopefully be out by June... The new TNT
(Atlantic) release, "Realized Fantasies", has been delayed. But
it's been said that the album will definitely be worth the wait...
The newest Lp from Lynch Mob (Elektra) is done. Remember
now this is the first album with screamer Bobby Mason. No word
as to when the Keith Olsen produced Lp will be out.   
This year's Lollapalooza Festival will have the likes of the Red
Hot Chili Peppers (Warner Bros), Soundgarden (A&M), Min-
istry (Warner Bros.), Ice Cube, The Jesus And Mary Chain
(Reprise), and The Pogues (Island) all taking the stage to
perform. Watch for this amazing line-up to tour this summer.
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